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I- Reading  

A) Vocabulary  

- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d :  

1- We saw lots of animals in the …………….....…. 

          a) tower                b) Entertainment City             c) jungle 

2- My father always sits under the........………………. in the park. 

         a) tree                      b) harbour                              c) shop 

3- I bought a………………………. dress for my party. 

         a) new                       b) pleased                               c) dear 

4- The shop that …………………….…toys is in Salmyia. 

          a) finds                    b) tries on                                c) sells 

 

B) Pictorial Reading Comprehension  

Read the following passage carefully then answer the questions below 

 

 I lost my teddy bear. I looked for it on the bed. 

 It was not there. I looked for it in the toy box. It was not in 

there. I looked for it on the table. It was not there. My teddy 

bear was on the chair. I was happy to find my teddy bear. I played 

with it.At night, I went to bed with my teddy bear. 

 

a)- Choose the correct answer from a, b, and c:   

1- The best title is: 

       a) My Teddy Bear           b) At Night          c) Toy Box 

2- The underlined pronoun “It“in line 3 refers to: 

      a) the bed            b) the teddy bear             c) the chair 

3- The Teddy bear was on the: 

      a) bed                  b) table                            c) chair 

4- The teddy bear in the picture is: 

      a) sitting             b) standing                     c) sleeping 
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II-Writing 

Choose the correct answer from a, b,and c:  

1- There …………………… two balls in the basket.            

        a) be                  b) is                    c) are 

2- She ……………………… a blue dress yesterday. 

        a) buy                b) bought           c) buying 

3- Ahmad had an email ………………… his friend. 

        a) on                  b) to                  c) from 

 

a) Write three sentences about “Shipping “by the help of guide pictures 

and words  

 

 
    

 

    (Salmiya - mother)          ( sister  -  necklace )               (nice-  day  ) 

..........................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................... 

b) complete the text with the suitable words: 

   

I went to the Dhow ……………….                           with my mother. Then, we went  

 

to the ……………….                           to see there the ………………………. 

 

 


